In this action-packed Uncover-Channel documentary, Sadam Avage and Hamie Tyranman will not stop until they uncover the truth. They don’t just tell the myths, they put them to the test. Between Sadam and Hamie, there is enough humor to turn what would otherwise be a rather boring documentary into an explosive, wholly enjoyable hour of fun that will keep your whole family on the edge of their seats.

Bust-Mythers usually starts with a commonly mentioned urban legend or old wives’ tale. They then plan an experiment to test the myth, which quickly escalates into explosions and high-speed collisions. While engaging a rather dull premise, most viewers will be suckered in by Sadam’s childish antics and the artistic brilliance of the slow-motion explosions.
Uncover Channel's most popular television program is undoubtedly deserving of that spot, as unlike the regular, boring documentaries on that channel, BUSTMYTHES strives to draw interest from children and adults alike. You will probably never experience a more exhilarating hour in your life.